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CONJUGATE VARIABLE METHODFOR APPLYING TO MHD STABILITY ANALYSISShinji TOKUDAJapan Atomi Energy Ageny 801-1,Muko-yama, Naka-ity, Ibaraki, 311-0193 JapanThe onjugate variable method is disussed for the eigenvalue or boundary-value problems of theordinary di�erential equations that appear in the magnetohydrodynami stability analysis. The methodis used to the redued MHD equations to derive a anonial 1-form of them. The 1-form thus obtainedprovides the initial step for the appliation of the Hamilton-Lie perturbation theory.Keywords: onjugate variable, Hamiltonian dynamis, MHD stability analysis, redued MHD equations,Hamilton-Lie perturbation method1. IntrodutionThe onjugate variable method is well-knownin the path-integral formalism of lassial statistialdynamis[1℄. The method endows a system of ordinarydi�erential equations with the Hamiltonian strutureby doubling the unknown variables. Reently, the au-thor studied the onjugate variable method to demon-strate that it an be e�etively used to apply theanonial Hamilton-Lie perturbation theory to a sys-tem that does not have the Hamiltonian struture[2℄.The Hamilton-Lie perturbation method has beenmainly used in the problems of lassial dynamis(initial-value problems for ordinary di�erential equa-tions), and has not been applied to the problems suhas eigenvalue problems in MHD (MagnetoHydroDy-nami) stability theory. One reason will be the non-Hamiltonian struture of the MHD problems. Thepresent paper applies the onjugate variable methodto the redued MHD equations and derive the anon-ial 1-form of them. It provides the �rst step for fur-ther investigation of the redued MHD equations froma view point of the Hamilton-Lie perturbation theory.In Setion 2, the onjugate variable method is illus-trated by applying it to a model equation in the MHDstability analysis. In Setion 3, the anonial 1-formof the redued MHD equations is derived by using theonjugate variable method, and summary is given inSe.4.2. Eigenvalue Problemin MHD Stability AnalysisLet us onsiderddx �f(x; �)dydx�+ g(x; �)y(x) = 0; (1)where f(x; �) > 0 is implied in the domain x 2 [a; b℄.Instead of initial-value problems, we are interested inboundary-value or eigenvalue problems for Eq.(1), andtherefore we want to determine the parameter � soauthor's e-mail: tokuda.shinji�jaea.go.jp

that the solution y(x) satis�es the imposed bound-ary ondition. An example in the MHD theory is themodel equation of ballooning modes[3℄, where x is theso alled extended poloidal angle of �1 < x < 1.Note that Eq.(1) has the LagrangianL = 12 Z ba �f(x; �)(dydx )2 � g(x; �)y2� dx; (2)and therefore, it is easy to onstrut a 1-form thatgenerates Eq.(1). One is the anonial 1-form givenby  = pdy � h(y; p; x)dx; (3)where the Hamiltonian ish(y; p; x) = p22f(x; �) + g(x; �)2 y2: (4)Another is the non-anonial 1-form[4℄ given by = f(x; �)udy �H(y; u; x)dx; (5)where H(y; u; x) = f(x; �)2 u2 + g(x; �)2 y2: (6)It is easy to identify eah of the Hamilton equationsgenerated from Eqs.(3) and (5) as Eq.(1). Equation(4) an be interpreted as the Hamiltonian of a har-moni osillator whose mass and spring onstant varywith the time x. We will not meet any diÆulty ofapplying the Hamilton-Lie perturbation method toEq.(1) sine we have the orresponding 1-form, Eq.(3)or Eq.(5).However, 1-forms suh as Eqs.(3) and (5) assumethe existene of Lagrangian, whih is a too stronglimitation to apply more general problems. The as-sumption of Lagrangian beomes unneessary whenthe onjugate variable method is used to di�erentialequations. Let us onsider the normal form of thedi�erential equation (1)dydx = pf(x; �) ; (7)dpdy = �g(x; �)y: (8)
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S. Tokuda, Conjugate Variable Method for Applying to MHD Stability AnalysisNext, by introduing the onjugate variables � (re-spetively �) for y (respetively p), we an make theanonial 1-form = �dy + �dp�Hdx; (9)and H = �pf(x; �) � g(x; �)�y: (10)Also, by transforming the variables� = f(x; �)A; � = B; (11)we obtain = f(x; �)Ady +Bdp�Hdx; (12)and H = Ap� g(x; �)By: (13)Equation (12) is the non-anonial 1-form with onju-gate variables.Here let us note that the onjugate variablemethod an be easily applied to non-linear di�erentialequations as long as they are expressed in a normalform.3. Example in the Redued MHD equa-tionsNext, let us onsider, as an example that doesnot have a Lagrangian, the low beta redued MHDmodel for a ylindrial plasma[3℄. In this model, themagneti �eld B and the veloity of a plasma v areexpressed asB = ez �r(�i) (x; t) +Bzez; (14)and v = ez �r�(x; t); (15)where the axial magneti �eld, Bz , is onstant in timeand uniform in spae.Let  0(r) be the poloidal ux funtion in an equi-librium state. Then the safety fator q(r) is given byq(r) = rR0 Bzd 0=dr ; (16)with using the ylindrial oordinate system (r; �; z);2�R0 is the length of a plasma olumn. Also, theurrent density in the axial diretion is given byjz(r) = 1r ddr �rd 0dr � : (17)Assuming that  ; � / exp(�t+im��ikz), the reduedMHD model yields linearized equations for  and � as�4?� = Kk(r)(4? )� djzdr mr  ; (18)

and � = �Kk(r)� + �4? (19)Here � > 0 is the plasma resistivity. The operator4?is de�ned by4? = 1r ddr �rd dr �� �mr �2  ; (20)and the parallel wave number Kk(r) byKk(r) = BzR0 � mq(r) � n� ; n = kR0: (21)When � = 0, Eqs.(18) and (19) redue to the idealMHD equation with respet to �, and its Lagrangian iswell-known. When � 6= 0, suh a Lagrangian does notexit, then the onjugate variable method will proveto be useful in onstruting 1-form. To this end, werewrite Eqs.(18) and (19) into a normal form. We �rstintrodue the generalized momenta, � and 	, by� = rd�dr ; 	 = rd dr : (22)Then Eqs.(18) and (19) beome �rst order di�erentialequations for � and 	, whih are given byd�dr = �rK2k 1�� + m2r ��+ �rKk� � m� djzdr � ; (23)and d	dr = rKk� �+ ��� r + m2r � : (24)Now it is easy to onstrut the 1-form for the reduedMHD equations, Eqs.(18) and (19). Introduing on-jugate variables P;Q;X and Y for �;  ;� and 	, re-spetively, the 1-form is expressed as = Pd�+Qd +Xd�+ Y d	� hdr; (25)and the Hamiltonian h is given byh = 1r (P�+Q	)+ h17�X + h27 X+ h18�Y + h28�Y; (26)where h17 = rK2k 1�� + m2r ; (27)h27 = rKk� � m� djzdr ; (28)h18 = rKk� ; (29)and h28 = �� r + m2r : (30)
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